
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, IIT Delhi

September 17, 2015

Call for Expressions of Interest: Tablet based educational software solutions

A. Expressions of Interest (EOIs) are invited from reputed educational technology 
providers for presenting Tablet-based classroom technology for the UG language-learning 
center at IIT Delhi. 

Brief Description of the requirements

1. Language is always language in context where students speak, listen and discuss ideas 
holistically. So, the language-learning center envisions an activity-based pedagogy that 
involves the following educational technological solutions.

a. [Authoring] The teacher is able to upload student appropriate content into certain 
pre-programmed formats. 

b. [Collaborative learning] A paper-free environment for reading and listening tasks, 
that also allows students to interact with one another face-to-face or work in groups. 
Therefore tablet based.

c. [Screen sharing] There should be an option to share screen and files (various formats 
including media) from the master tablet and any of student tablets.

d. [Controlled environment] The student tablets being controlled by a master-tablet/ or 
server system, such that the teacher can control what the students read and for how 
long. 

2. There will be about 40 such student tablets in class.

3. Some activities might involve, the students video recording their discussion and 
projecting it for the class. The technology on the tablets needs to enable that.

4. The software solution should be compatible with standard off-the-shelf tablet OS.

B. The EOI must consist of the following:

1. The previous experience of the organisation in supplying similar solution.

2. A quality assurance policy or maintenance plan for the software.

The hardcopy of the EOI must be submitted in a SEALED COVER at the Office of the 
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, 5th Floor, MS building, IIT Delhi before 5:00 
p.m., October 7, 2015. 

C. Terms and Conditions:

The shortlisted organisations will be invited for presentations of their concept. 




